Call for applications

Funding of the Karl H. Ditze-Stiftung for stays abroad and degrees

The Faculty of Humanities uses funds from the Karl H. Ditze-Stiftung to award one-off mobility funding (accommodation costs) for semesters abroad or other study-related stays abroad during BA or MA programs:

- **Funding amount for stays abroad within the EU:** one-off 600 €
- **Funding amount for stays abroad outside of the EU:** one-off 1.200 €

Furthermore, one-off funding can be awarded to support the examination phase (BA/MA/Teacher Training/Kirchliches Examen/diploma) at the Faculty of Humanities:

- **Funding amount for final theses BA:** one-off 1.000 €
- **Funding amount for final theses MA:** one-off 1.500 €

Prerequisites for the granting of funding are outstanding study/examination achievements completed within the standard period of study as well as a letter of recommendation from a supervising university lecturer on the special eligibility for funding of the intended project abroad or the final thesis.

Mobility and degree funding can only be awarded alternatively, not cumulatively. Only students of the Faculty of Humanities (major subject or teaching subject) can be funded. Funding for doctoral projects is excluded.

**Application process:**

Students submit their applications digitally to the Dean's Office by **Thursday, 30 May 2024** (application deadline) including the following documents:

- Completed application form
- Short letter of motivation (approx. 1 page DIN A4)
- Transcript of Records (of studies) or current performance overview
- Short favorable statement from a (supervising) professor
- If applicable, additional proof of special need (e.g. BAFöG receipt, care tasks).

Applications and queries to:
Nicole Nitschke, office of the Dean of the Faculty of Humanities, Tel.: 040 42838-8221,
dekanatsref.gw@uni-hamburg.de
www.gw.uni-hamburg.de/studium/ditze-stiftung.html